A 2-D torus network is one of the most popular networks for parallel processing. Many algorithms have been proposed based on the turn model, but most of them cannot be applied to a torus network without modification. In this paper, we propose North-South First (NSF) routing that is applicable to a 2-D torus and combines the north-first method (NF) and the south-first method (SF). NF and SF are algorithms yielded by the turn model. A software simulation comparing NSF routing with other forms of deterministic and adaptive routing showed that NSF routing improves throughput in three types of communication patterns, but yields no improvement for one other communication pattern.
Introduction
The interconnection network is an important topic in the field of parallel processing. Parallel computers have processing elements (PEs) that are directly connected to a network such as a k-ary n-cube. Parallel processing is also performed in a Network on Chip (NoC) between PEs located on one chip. Many different interconnection networks for parallel processing have been proposed, and the 2-D torus network is one of the most popular networks for parallel processing.
The routing algorithms of interconnection networks are classified into deterministic routing, in which paths are fixed, and adaptive routing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , in which paths are changed to avoid failures or congestion. Because of its tolerance to failures and congestion, adaptive routing has been the topic of a lot of researches. Various adaptive routing algorithms have been proposed for k-ary n-cubes [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13] . However, these methods require additional hardware for virtual channels. For example, Dally et al. proposed two types (dynamic and static) of dimension reversal routing [7] . Those methods require at least one (dynamic) or two (static) additional virtual channel for achieving adaptive routing. Also, the fully adaptive routing for k-ary n-cubes based on Duato's method [11] is possible. But this method requires one additional virtual channel for bypass path for achieving adaptive routing.
A number of adaptive routing algorithms based on the turn model [14, 15, 16, 17] do not need additional virtual channels. However, most of these algorithms cannot be applied to torus networks without change. If an adaptive routing algorithm for a torus network could be realized by modifying the turn model, it would be possible to realize adaptive routing without having to install additional virtual channels [18] .
In our previous researches, we proposed restricted North First (rNF) [19] . But the improvement of performance was not obtained in this method. So we proposed to combine the South First (SF) method to rNF [20] . This method was named the North-South First (NSF) routing (SF is adaptive routing algorithms based on turn model).
In [20] , we presented the NSF Routing algorithm and evaluated its dynamic performance in a software simulation of two communication patterns. The simulation, however, only compared the NSF method with the conventional deterministic routing (its name is Dimension Order Routing, DOR) on a 2-D torus. And the communication patterns were limited.
In this paper, we evaluate the communication performance of the NSF method on a 2-D torus in comparison with a number of conventional methods for 2-D tori and mesh networks. Moreover, we evaluated two more patterns in addition to the two patterns covered in the previous research.
2-D Torus Network
The structure of a 2-D torus network is shown in Fig.1 . The network has an N × N 2-dimensional structure, and its four edges are connected by wraparound links. It is used in many parallel computers and some interconnection networks include this.
Dimension order routing (DOR) is generally used for deterministic routing on a 2-D torus. In DOR, the packet moves on channels in the y-direction before moving to the x-direction. To avoid deadlocks on a 2-D torus, DOR needs two virtual channels (channel-L and channel-H).
The method of selecting a virtual channel in the case of DOR on a 2-D torus network is as follows:
• Choose channel-L when starting routing in the y-direction.
• When the head of the packet passes through a wraparound link, move the packet to channel-H.
• When the routing in the y-direction is completed, move the packet in the x-direction; use channel-L regardless of the current channel.
• When the head of a packet passes through a wraparound link, moves the packet to channel-H. Use channel-H until the routing finishes.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the link selection function and channel selection function of DOR on an N × N torus. Here, the address of each PE of the torus is shown in terms of their coordinates (x, y). Moreover, the y-direction channels are written as Y+ and Y−, and the x-direction channels are written as X+ and X−. The four inputs of the link selection function indicate the x and y coordinates of the present PE, and the x and y coordinates of the destination PE. The function outputs the link of either X+, X−, Y+, Y− or "OUT", which is an output link to a node.
The three inputs of the channel selection function correspond to the current direction, current channel, and direction of the next hop. The current direction and the direction of the next hop have four states, i.e., X+, X−, Y+, and Y−. The current channel has three states, i.e., channel-L (L), channel-H (H), and wraparound channel (W). Although the output has two states (L and H), it unconditionally serves as W when the selected link is a wraparound link. 3 Adaptive Routing of k-ary n-cube
Turn Model
The turn model [15] is used by some adaptive routing algorithms [16, 17] . Packet cycles can be prevented by adding a restriction to a path change (turn) of a packet. In the case of a 2-D mesh, there are eight kinds of turn, and the various turn model methods put restrictions on two of the eight turns. There is essentially no difference between these methods other than the choice of turn to be restricted. In this paper, we shall incorporate the North First (NF) algorithm and South First (SF) algorithm into one (NSF) and apply it to a 2-D torus. The turn model of DOR for a 2-D mesh is shown in Fig.4 a) , and the turn model of the NF algorithm is shown in Fig.4 b) . DOR restricts four out of eight turns, whereas the NF algorithm restricts only two, i.e., X− (left, west) → Y+ (upper, north) and the X+ (right, east) → Y+ (upper, north). The South First algorithm, by which the Y− (South) direction is chosen at the beginning of a routing path, is similar. 
Application of the Turn Model to a Torus Network
When applying a turn model such as the NF algorithm to a torus network without change, the following differences from the case of a mesh network have to be considered.
1. In a torus network, when the packet passes through a wraparound channel, a deadlock by cyclic dependency can occur. Therefore, it is necessary to impose an additional restriction.
2. At least two virtual channels are needed for routing in a torus network. As a result, adaptive routing with higher pliability is attained by applying different turn models to each channel.
An example of a cyclic dependency that occurs in the NF algorithm is shown in Fig.5 . Here, packets A-D mutually block a path, causing a deadlock. By contrast, the deadlock does not happen in DOR because packets A and C do not turn in Fig.5 . This problem illustrates that it is necessary to take into consideration complicated turn restrictions in adaptive routing on a torus network. Our method deals with this issue by applying the NF and SF algorithms to channel-H and channel-L.
North-South First Routing
To avoid the sort of deadlock described above, additional restrictions have to be put on the NF and SF algorithms:
1. The SF algorithm does its routing on channel-H. However, a cycle may occur when a path is chosen in which a packet returns to channel-L through channel-H, and for this reason, DOR is carried out instead of the adaptive routing. In DOR, the x-direction channel chosen after a vertical (y-direction) wraparound channel has to be channel-L.
2. The NF algorithm does its routing on channel-L. Because the path of channel-H → channel-L exists after a wraparound channel, the cycle shown in Fig.5 occurs. As shown in Fig.6 , though, the cycle can be avoided by adding one more restriction to the other two. Here, three restrictions are put on eight turns, specifically, right → upper, left → upper, and right → lower. This algorithm was named restricted North First (rNF) [20] .
Definitions
From here on, all channels will be described in terms of their dimension d ∈ {X,Y}, direction δ ∈ {+, −}, channel type c ∈ {L,W,H}, i.e., (dδ, c). X means X dimension, Y means Y dimension, and L, W, and H means channel-L, wraparound channel, and channel-H. (d+, c) and (d−, c) will be shown as a set, written as (d±, c).
Routing Algorithm
In our method, the restricted NF algorithm is carried out in channel-L and the SF algorithm is carried out in channel-H. Since (Y−,L) and (Y+,H) are respectively used in the restricted NF algorithm and SF algorithm, we will study cases in which (Y+,c) is used and not used, and cases in which the horizontal and vertical wraparound channels are used and not used.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the link selection function and channel selection function of the proposed method on a N × N torus. As in the case of DOR in Fig.2 , the link selection function outputs X+, X−, Y+, Y−, or "OUT" (an output link to a node). The proposed method needs the "current channel" as an input in addition to the inputs of DOR.
The channel selection policy varies depending on whether (Y+,c) is used or not. If it is used, adaptive routing is carried out only when the wraparound channels is not to be used from that point on. If (Y+,c) is not used, the restricted NF algorithm is carried out from the source PE until the first wraparound channel (or destination PE) is reached.
The algorithm of Fig.7 , in 1 ⃝, first determines whether the wraparound links of X and Y are used. In this case, the determination is based on the X and Y coordinates of the source and destination PEs as follows:
• When the difference between the X coordinates of the current PE and destination PE is less than N/2, h wrap is set to 0 because the wraparound channel of the x-direction is not straddled.
If not, h wrap is set to 1.
• When the difference between the Y coordinates of the current PE and destination PE is less than N/2, v wrap is set to 0. If not, v wrap is set as 1. 
An Adaptive Routing Algorithm of 2-D Torus Network Based on Turn Model
Next, the link is chosen on the basis of whether the Y+ channel (channel (Y+,c)) is used or not, as follows:
• When (Y+,c) is used, the procedure 2 ⃝ is carried out. In this case, since the restricted NF in channel-L is equivalent to DOR, only the adaptive routing of the SF method in channel-H is carried out. If neither wraparound channel is used in going from the current PE to the destination, the packet can be sent over channel-H and routing can be continued. Thus, adaptive routing can be carried out with the SF method. The only other case in which channel-H may be used is after the packet has passed through a vertical wraparound channel (Y+, W) and is due to pass through a horizontal wraparound channel (X±, W). Even in this case, it is thought that adaptative routing using the SF method is possible. However, since it is difficult to prove that is deadlock-free, only the X-directional routing is carried out from (Y+, W) to (X±, W) and SF is applied after the packet has passed through (X±, W). So, the load concentrates in part of the network (near PE(0, 0)).
• When (Y+,c) is not used, the procedure 3 ⃝ is carried out. Since the SF method in channel-H is equivalent to DOR, only the adaptive routing of the restricted NF method in channel-L is carried out. In this case, the following restriction is added in order to make the order of passage in a wraparound channel into (Y−, W) → (X±, W).
-Restricted NF is carried out only when (Y−, W) is not be passed from the current PE to the destination or the next channel is not (X±, W). DOR is carried out otherwise.
Besides the three inputs of the channel selection function of DOR in Fig.3 , the channel selection function needs four inputs that indicate the x and y coordinates of the source and destination PEs. These new inputs can be used to judge the possibility of the packet passing through a wraparound channel. Based on the judgment, channel-H is chosen only when the wraparound channel is not to be used and (Y+, c) is to be used. DOR is carried out otherwise. As in the case of DOR, the output has two states, L and H. However, an output unconditionally serves as W when the selected link is a wraparound link.
With this algorithm, the load concentration may happen in the following cases;
• When (Y+,c) is not used ((Y-,c) is used) and a lower-left node sends a packet to an upper-right node through both of the wraparound channels, the restricted NF (where the packet goes left (X−) in this case) is applied until the packet arrives at the node (0, y), and then the DOR is carried out. Therefore such a packet has to pass the (Y−, W) channel of (0, 0). So the load concentrates at there. Such a thing may happen to the packets which use the both of (X±, W) and (Y−, W).
• When (Y+,c) is used, the load concentrates in part of the network, as mentioned in above. Such a thing happens to all the packets which use the both of (X±, W) and (Y+, W).
They means the algorithm has to be modified further for it to work in all cases as future work. 
Deadlock Avoidance
A channel dependency graph is drawn in order to prove that the routing algorithm described in the previous section does not cause a deadlock [11, 21, 22] . The channel dependency graph is a directed graph in which nodes (channels) with dependencies are connected by an arrow. Specifically, nodes (channels) with dependencies are pairs of nodes (channels) in which a packet may be directly transmitted and received while routing. First, the channel dependency graph is drawn. Then, each channel is numbered. If it is proved that the channel numbers are in ascending order (or descending order) in the direction of the arrows of the channel dependency graph, deadlock does not happen. In such case, the channels are said to have an ordered relation and the corresponding channel will not cause a cyclic dependency.
A routing algorithm based on the turn model generally assigns numbers to the output channels from the PE on the basis of the PE address. As mentioned above, a 2-D torus network has two virtual channels. Accordingly, the following 4-dimensional channel numbers CN are given to the 4 links ×2 channels (= 8 channels) in each PE of an N × N torus.
Here, x(0 ≤ x ≤ N − 1) and y(0 ≤ y ≤ N − 1) are the x-and y-coordinates of the PE address, d ∈ {Y +, Y −, X+, X−} is the direction of the channel, and ch ∈ {L, H, W } is the type of channel. g m ,c 1 ,g s , and c 2 denote the main group, first coordinate, sub group, and second coordinate, respectively. These values are numbered as follows:
The channel direction order is based on d and ch. Table 1 lists the value of g m . 
The value c 1 is based on g m (see Table 2 ). 
The sub group g s value determines the order of channels in the same g m . g s is set to 0 at g m = 0 and g m = 2. Table 3 lists the values of g s at g m = 1 and g m = 3.
• 
Fig .9 illustrates the channel numbers for each channel. Here, deadlocks can be avoided because channel numbers will be in ascending order through a routing path. Fig.10 illustrates the channel numbers for a 3 × 3 torus network . Here as well, the channel numbers are in ascending order.
1. The following procedure is executed. If a wraparound channel is not used: c) is used, the SF method is carried out on channel-H. In this case, the value of c 1 increases when the packet passes through (Y+,H), and the value of c 2 increases when it passes through (X±,H). Thus, the channel numbers are in ascending order.
I-b)
If channel (Y−,c) is used, the rNF method is carried out on channel-L first. When the packet goes to the lower left (south-west), adaptive routing is carried out. In this case, the value of c 1 increases when it goes to the left ((X−,L) is used), and the value of c 2 increases when it goes through the lower (South) output ((Y−,L) is used). When the packet goes to the lower right, DOR is carried out. In this case, c 1 and c 2 respectively increase when the packet goes through the right and lower (South) outputs. Thus, the channel numbers are in ascending order.
If only channel (Y±, W) is used:
II-a) If channel (Y+, c) is used, DOR is carried out before the packet passes through the wraparound channel. SF is carried out in the same way as in I-a) after the packet exits the wraparound channel. The channel numbers are in ascending order.
II-b)
If channel (Y−, c) is used, rNF is carried out before the packet passes through the wraparound channel. In this case, the channel numbers are in ascending order the same as in I-b). DOR is carried out after the packet has passed through the wraparound channel. The channel numbers are in ascending order.
When only the channel (X±, W) is used:
III-a) If channel (Y+,c) is used, only DOR is carried out virtually. In this case, the channel numbers are in ascending order.
III-b)
If channel (Y−,c) is used, rNF is carried out before the packet passes through the wraparound channel and DOR is carried out after it has passed through, just as in II-b).
The channel numbers are in ascending order like that of II-b).
When both wraparound channels are used:
IV-a) If channel (Y+,c) is used, because DOR is carried out first on channel-L, the order of the wraparound channels along the route becomes vertical → horizontal. After passing through the vertical wraparound channel, the packet is routed through the horizontal channel ((X±, L)) (see the 4th line of Fig.7 2 ⃝). In this case, the channel numbers are in ascending order. Adaptive routing on channel-H is carried out after the packet passes through the horizontal wraparound channel. In this case, the channel numbers are in ascending order. (x,y)
Figure 9: Channel Number .
IV-b)
If channel (Y−,c) is used, adaptive routing on channel-L is carried out first. In this case, the channel numbers are in ascending order. The first line of Fig.7 3 ⃝ (the description of "cx̸ = 0") makes the order of the wraparound channels along the path become vertical →horizontal, because the packet going through channel-L cannot go to the horizontal wraparound channel before it goes to the vertical one. After the packet passes through the vertical wraparound channel, vertical channel routing on channel-H ((Y±,L)) is carried out. After it finishes, the routing path is equivalent to that of DOR because only horizontal routing is necessary. Thus, the channel numbers are in ascending order.
Performance Evaluation

Environment
We used a wormhole routing simulator to evaluate the dynamic communication performance of our algorithm on a 16 × 16 2-D torus/mesh network with 256 PEs. For comparison, we also simulated dimension-order routing (DOR) on a 2-D torus and DOR, north-last, west-first, and west-last on a 2-D mesh. The traffic patterns were uniform, matrix-transpose, bit-reversal, and longest-path.
The dynamic communication performance of an interconnection network was characterized by the average transfer time and throughput. The average transfer time was the average value of the latency for all packets. Latency was the time between the injection time of the first flit and the reception time of the last flit at the destination. Throughput was the average value of the number of flits which a PE receives in each clock cycle. In the evaluation of dynamic communication performance, flocks of messages were sent in the network so that they competed for the output channels. Packets were transmitted with a request probability r during T clock cycles and the number of flits which reached the destination PE and their transfer times were recorded. The average transfer time and throughput were then calculated and plotted. The request probability r was varied. The packet size was 16 flits, and flits were transmitted for 50,000 cycles, i.e., T = 50000. Two virtual channels per physical link were simulated. The buffer length of each channel was 8 flits.
Uniform Traffic
In this pattern, destinations were randomly chosen with equal probability among the nodes in the network. The results are shown in Fig.11 . The throughput was not improved by adaptive routing on a mesh. This is because this pattern doesn't have any deviation. The throughput of the proposed method is slightly higher than that of DOR. In the uniform traffic communication pattern, the whole network is equally crowded. So the effect of avoiding crowded links is limited. However, in our method, since some packets are directly sent to channel-H, the load of that channel is distributed, and this is why the throughput is slightly higher.
Matrix-Transpose Pattern
The matrix-transpose traffic pattern is based on the transposition of a matrix. In this pattern, packets are transmitted between PEs over a diagonal line. We assumed that the number of PEs and data are the same. The elements of the matrix A = {a ij }, a ij , were assigned to corresponding PEs (i, j), and the communication of the transposition was carried out. Therefore, the traffic pattern of the matrix transpose consisted of communications between PE(i, j) and PE(j, i). The results are shown in Fig.12 . Here, adaptive routing on a mesh had the higher throughput. This is because the matrix-transpose pattern has a deviation. The throughput of DOR was limited to 0.1, whereas that of the proposed method was 0.14. The ratio of progression of the performance with mesh and torus by adaptive routing were almost same.
Bit-Reversal Pattern
The bit-reversal traffic pattern targets the PE with the reverse address (reverse binary expression). Since the number of PEs was 256, this pattern consisted of communications from PE(x, y) = PE(x 3 x 2 x 1 x 0 , y 3 y 2 y 1 y 0 ) to PE(y 0 y 1 y 2 y 3 , x 0 x 1 x 2 x 3 ). The results are shown in Fig.13 . Here, adaptive routing on a mesh had the highest the throughput. The proposed method also improved the network load conditions.
Longest-Path Pattern
This traffic pattern has the maximum number of hops in a 2-D torus network. In an N × N torus, the packet moves N/2 hops horizontally and vertically. The packet from PE(i, j) moves to PE(i + N/2 mod N, j + N/2 mod N ). Here, A mod N means "the remainder of A/N ". In this case, a probability that a packet uses a wraparound channel is very high. The results are shown in Fig.14 . The throughput was not improved by adaptive routing. This is because longest-path traffic doesn't have a deviation. The throughput of the proposed method was lower than the other methods. As mentioned in the last paragraph in 4.2, our current method concentrates the load at PE(0, 0), and the performance decreases as a result. This problem remains to be resolved. 
Conclusion
We proposed North-South First Routing (NSF Routing), which combines the North First method (NF) and South First method (SF). We evaluated its communication performance in a software simulation, and the results indicated that its throughput is higher those of other methods for some communication patterns. However, no performance improvement could be obtained for one communication pattern. We are planning to modify the NSF algorithm to prevent load convergence. We also plan to conduct a theoretical analysis of the flexibility of channel selection in order to evaluate the algorithm's fault tolerance. 
